
Bounce Board

WHITE 
The White Reflector gives you a neutral reflected light and in some cases it will desaturate the 
light that is cast back on the subject. A white reflector is the most versatile to be used 
whenever you want to bring up the illumination, but don't want to go for the strength of flash 
or lighting unit. You want to use the white reflector in any case where you want just a little 
added light; for example the white bounce reflector is great for providing fill light, when you 
want to decrease the contrast ratio between the key light and the fill, thereby evening out the 
lighting on your subject. When shooting portraits, the white bounce card allows for smoother 
looking skin. While the white reflector works really well outside during the day, it's just as 
workable when inside the studio and you need to modify the lighting set-up without having to 
bring in complete studio lights. 

SILVER 
The Silver Reflector adds a bit of spice and vitality to the white light that's being bounced back 
at the subject, sometimes adding a very saturated, almost wet look; the silver reflector 
inherently adds heavier contrast to its bounced light. In addition, a Silver Reflector "cools" the 
bounced light when used outside (whereas the Gold Reflector "warms" the light when used 
outside, as the yellow tint in the Gold negates the blue in daylight). The silver reflector 
provides power - it's as close to a mirror as you can get in terms of reflected light (a mirror can 
be a problematic light source, because it will shine hard, white light back at your subject). You 
can use a silver reflector as your fill in many situations to add that extra bit of oomph on one 
side of the face. It will be soft, diffuse light, so it will no doubt be extremely flattering in the 
portrait that you're taking. Silver reflectors come in two types, with a glossy finish and with a 
matte finish. 

GOLD 
The Gold Reflector gives a hard light source similar to the silver AND it will change the color 
temperature of the light. The Gold reflector is probably best used to liven up skin tones and 
boost eye light, especially for photo shoots at the beach or in the waning sunlight of late 
afternoon (before golden hour). The reflected gold light photographs closer to white than you 
would think and that's why it’s ideal for enhancing beauty photos in the sunlight. If you were 
shooting a bikini model close to sunset on a beach, you might want to use the gold reflector to 
add a punch of gold shimmering light to the model. If you must shoot closer to the middle of 
the day (the worst time to shoot, because of the strong overhead sunlight), you could use the 
silver or white cards to even out the heavy contrast.
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